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CONDUCT OF HEARINGS 
 

Background 

 
10.1 The booklet ‘Guidance on procedures for considering objections to 

Definitive Map Orders and Public Path Orders in England’ (January 2016), 
outlines the procedures to be followed in ROW hearings.  This note 
provides further elaboration, particularly with regard to the opening 
announcements and how proceedings should be run. A hearing is a 
‘round-table’ discussion led pro-actively by the Inspector who will decide 
the case.  Hearings are less formal than an inquiry.  Usually this 
procedure is quicker and saves time and money.  All parties to a hearing 
need to agree to the procedure.  The decision to offer a hearing rather 
than a public inquiry is made in the RoW office on the basis of criteria 
such as the level of complexity of the order, number of objections, the 
existence of substantial legal issues and the need for cross-examination of 
witnesses.  As ever, the Inspector must ensure that the hearing is held in 
a manner that ensures fairness, openness and impartiality.  

10.2 The Inspector can abort a hearing at any stage if he or she considers that 
an inquiry is needed instead.  This is rarely necessary but can arise where, 
unexpectedly, the order is complex, there is a need for cross-examination 
or legal issues arise.  A large number of objectors can also prove difficult 
at a hearing unless they agree to appoint spokespersons or are otherwise 
helpful to the Inspector.  Seeking the co-operation of the parties rather 
than being overly authoritarian can often be helpful in such a situation. 

Preparation for a Hearing 

10.3 Papers including the statements of cases by the parties should be 
delivered to the Inspector with the file about three weeks before the 
hearing.  The Inspector must study the material in detail.  If there are 
legal, procedural or other points that need clarification then the RoW 
procedural team should be consulted at an early stage.  

10.4 A summary of the written cases and the main issues arising should be 
prepared well in advance of the hearing.  That summary and an 
associated agenda will provide the focus for discussion at the hearing.  It 
may sometimes be necessary after the pre-hearing site visit to review the 
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issues and adjust the agenda and summary accordingly.  The Inspector 
will often have an associated list of questions that can be asked whilst 
each issue is under discussion. 

10.5 The Inspector at a hearing is in much closer contact with the parties. The 
Inspector should conduct the hearing less formally than at an inquiry but 
must maintain full control of the proceedings, taking a firm lead in the 
discussion.  A degree of informality can often be appropriate where there 
is a small group of participants.  Nervousness of those unused to such 
events can often be allayed by friendly encouragement.  Such an 
approach should never be perceived as being over-familiar to one or all of 
the participants.  Quiet dignity should at all times be preserved, including 
in matters of smart, formal dress for the hearing. 

At the Hearing 

10.6 Arrive at the hearing venue at least 30 minutes before the time set for the 
opening.  Check that the layout of the room, table and chairs is suitable.  
A committee room with a good-sized table is best.  Council Chambers 
should be avoided and enquiries made about alternatives if this is the 
room allocated.   Lay out maps and papers well before the opening time.  
Arrange chairs so as to keep sufficient distance between you and the 
participants so that your note taking will not easily be read.  This can 
often be achieved by moving the chairs closest to you well away from the 
table.  When happy with the layout, vacate the room. 

10.7 Enter at two or three minutes before 10.00, settle yourself and open 
promptly.  If you return to the room earlier you may find yourself tempted 
to engage in inappropriate conversation with one or more parties in the 
absence of others.  It may be that the situation would be entirely 
innocent, but this could be misconstrued by others who were not there, 
and thereby find yourself the subject of a justified complaint. 

10.8 Once the preliminary formalities have been completed, the Inspector 
should read out a brief summary of the main points in each party’s case.  
The Inspector should check with each of them in turn that their main 
points have been understood.   The subsequent discussion should focus on 
the main issues between the parties that the inspector will identify.  The 
inspector must obtain all the evidence needed to reach a decision.  An 
inquisitorial approach will be needed where important information has not 
been supplied or is referred to briefly but not clearly explained.  

10.9 Unless the issues are very simple and clear-cut, an agenda should be 
prepared and tabled at the hearing.  This will help participants to 
understand that the debate will be structured on the main issues, when in 
the proceedings they are likely to be asked to take part and to judge how 
matters are progressing.   

10.10 Be sure to take adequate notes of any new points whilst controlling the 
discussion.  The pace of the discussion should be slowed for that purpose 
if necessary.  The Inspector should not readily give an opinion or a 
negative or positive reaction and must remain impartial throughout.   
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Other parties present should be asked for their opinions as a way of 
dealing with uncertainties before the Inspector comes to a view.  There is 
normally no formal advocacy or cross-examination at a hearing.  As at an 
inquiry or in a written reps case, you are there to collect information to 
reach a decision on the order.  You are not there to arbitrate or mediate a 
solution. 

10.11 The Inspector must allow the parties to question each other and to have a 
thorough discussion of the points at issue.  Ensure that particular parties 
or individuals are not allowed to dominate the discussion so that others 
may be left dissatisfied that they have had a fair hearing.   Special care 
should be taken to give less confident people a chance to have their say.  
Draw into the discussion everyone who wants to contribute.  Make sure 
that people concentrate on the material points.  Tell them if a point is 
unlikely to weigh heavily in your decision, so that they give their energies 
to the points that are likely to be most influential.  Draw them back to the 
main points if they stray away. 

10.12 Once you have heard sufficient evidence information on each main issue, 
sum up your understanding of each party’s position and seek their 
confirmation.  Then make it clear that you are moving on to the next 
issue.  

10.13 Annex 10.1 provides guidelines for the opening announcement and 
conduct of a hearing.  Except where indicated you will probably prefer to 
develop your own words but do not omit the following elements in the 
opening announcements.  In time you may find it better to speak from 
notes rather than verbatim from the model given in the annex to these 
notes.   

10.14 A model agenda for the discussion is included at Annex 10.2. 
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